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virile, yet feminine: sport, gender, and representation in fascist italy - scholar commons - standing
the policies dealing with gender roles and the role of women in italian society. the most comprehensive work
investigating fas-cism’s control over gender roles is victoria de grazia’s how fascism ruled women, which
discusses how the fascist regime defined the place of women and how they experienced mussolini’s rule. the
underlying gender, fascism and right-wing in france between the wars: the catholic matrix halshschives-ouvertes - the question of gender and fascism between the wars remains to be addressed by
french scholars. how this reticence or (to borrow the terms of the debate on ‘french fascism, this ‘allergy’)8 to
the issue of gender and fascism might be explained? an initial explanation may be found in the lack of interest
which women’s gender, fascism and the right-wing in france between the wars: the catholic matrix tandfonline - gender, fascism and the right-wing in france between the wars: the catholic matrix magali della
sudda∗ centre emile durkheim, france abstract this article seeks to take the discussion of french fascism in a
different direction by offering an analysis from a gendered perspective. fascism and sexuality germantgers - sexuality to fascism not only in historical practice but in theory, as well as the (dubiously)
privileged status of sexuality in theories of fascism continuing through today. we will begin with the nazi era,
noting what constituted acceptable and forbidden expressions of gender and sexuality, in theory and in
everyday life. feminism as fascism - mortentolboll.weebly - same. since women have two xchromosomes, where men have one x- and one y-chromosome, then the female perception, thinking and
picture of the world et cetera, are different from, and truer, than the masculine. the main manifest of the
feminist aspect of the matrix conspiracy fascism is the so-called scum manifesto. it is written by valerie
solanas. women and the extreme-right in interwar france - “gender, fascism, and the croix de feu: the
‘women’s pages’ of . le flambeau.” these secondary sources have helped to elucidate women’s roles in the
croix de feu/psf, but have not questioned how and why the organizations recruited women, which i address in
this thesis. gender relations, feminism, and fascism after the first world war untitled [mona siegel on
gender and fascism in modern france] - h-net - lessons about women, gender, or nationalism that we
mightdrawfromit. inherconclusion,silvermanstates that “gyp’s case does not imply…that nationalism and ...
ories used to understand nationalism and fascism are gender-biased, producing male subjects and a masculine ideology. in fact, hawthorne insists, fascism has the female condition during mussoliniâ•Žs and
salazarâ•Žs regimes - repository.wellesley - the female condition during mussolini’s and salazar’s
regimes: how official political discourses defined gender politics and how the writers alba de céspedes and
maria archer intersected, mirrored and contested women’s role in italian and portuguese society mariya
ivanova chokova submitted in partial fulfillment of the women of the right - muse.jhu - ing of the nation. an
investigation of women in french fascism and an analy-sis of the nature of public and private within fascist
rhetoric and activities shed light on the operation of gender in fascism and right-wing movements more
generally, and make clear the importance of women and gender in the history of fascism. from pacifist to
anti-fascist? sylvia pankhurst and the fight against war and fascism - carolina digital repository from pacifist to anti-fascist? sylvia pankhurst and the fight against war and fascism ... 1918-1939,” in the
aftermath of suffrage: women, gender, and politics in britain, 1918-1945, ed. julie v. gottlieb and richard toye
(houndmills, basingstoke, ... foreign women authors under fascism and francoism - in foreign women
authors under fascism and francoism. gender, translation and censorship, censorship and translation are two
of the cornerstones of the book. a third, gender, completes the triangle. with the nuances and peculiarities due
to the different historical, political and social international labor and working-class, inc. - women in
fascist italy - international labor and working-class, inc. how fascism ruled women: italy, 1922-1945 by
victoria de grazia review by: marta petrusewicz ... class antagonism was stronger than gender solidarity when
working women's homes were "visited" by snooping fascist visitatrici. to complicate the issue further, fascism
exploited these tensions, international networks and cross-border cooperation: national socialist
women and the vision of a ‘new order’ in europe - tandfonline - research on women, gender and fascist
movements has burgeoned in recent decades. with initial work focusing mainly on national socialism3 and
italian fascism,4 studies have since appeared on women in the spanish falange and more generally in franco’s
regime from 1939;5 on women, gender and british fascism in the 1930s;6 on austrian
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